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LESSON 2
Entrepreneurship is a lonely road.
This is a MYTH!
Entrepreneurs are never alone. We are
portrayed as heroic , supermen, the ones
who brave all the odds, to solve the
problems of humanity(which is true), but
believe me when I tell you that we’re never
alone. Nobody is really ever alone!
As I watched the various team members
tackle the various challenges at the
various levels of the game this is what I

What I Learned In
Mid-Air

saw:

by Karen Evans Halm (a.g.i.a.)
I learned my mid-air lessons on the High Rope Course,
where my team and I had to travel from one point to another
walking on tight ropes, sticks, nets and air! This was at
Spektra's Mid-Year Fun Games held at the Legon Botanical
Gardens, Accra. Quite honestly, if we had an award
designated to the screamer of the year , I would have won
without any challenger contesting for the trophy!!
As the leader, I stayed back and watched the rest of my team
strap up safely and cautiously begin their adventurous
journey. I cheered some on and at some others, I literally
held my breath. As I watched them through, I had a beautiful
learning experience just watching, as an entrepreneur:
LESSON 1

The first step is always unnerving

There were 10 different challenges on every level. It was
always very scary to let go of the teak pole at the landing

The Encouragers -

pad and grab the reigns of the next midair path due to the

there was someone also in mid-air but on a

large gap that was between them. But once started, it turned

different track of the challenge,

out to be surmountable –our strategy worked!

encouraging and cheering another
colleague on a different track of the
challenge.
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LESSON 3
"The eagle must be having tremendous
fun! in the air…"
I thought to myself while swinging in the
air with my safety jacket strapped to just a
rope above me. I managed to jump off the
“raft” and ohh it was absolutely liberating!
The speed was awesome, the breeze was
refreshing and I absolutely loved the
flight in mid-air.

The Naysayers there were people on the ground(those who thought the
challenge was too scary to participate)taking pictures,
laughing, making funny comments at those daring to
complete the challenge
The Beacons There was one above the 2nd level of the challenge,
christened “Spektra Tarzan”, who was above us all. We all
admired his prowess but he also being above could tell
those of us doing something wrong and pointed it to us .As I
faced my own fears having joined the team now, our
“Tarzan” yelled out to me and said “ Madam, you’re looking
down too much !!!”

"Look up! That’s where you’ll find
the encouragement, guidance and
power you need to press through!
You will sour like the eagle and will
indeed become the superman or
superwoman you’re made out to
be." - Karen E. Halm

